Nuclear targeting of the transcription factor PTF1 is mediated by a protein subunit that does not bind to the PTF1 cognate sequence.
The pancreas-specific transcription factor PTF1 is a heterooligomer that exists as two variants, alpha and beta, both of which bind DNA. The nucleus contains exclusively alpha while the cytoplasm contains both forms. Alpha and beta differ in protein composition. Reconstitution of alpha in vitro requires, in addition to the DNA-binding subunits common to both forms, a 75 kd glycosylated protein that apparently does not bind DNA. Here we show that this protein is essential for targeting PTF1 to the nucleus. Upon injection into frog oocytes, alpha is translocated quantitatively to the nucleus while beta remains in the cytoplasm. However, if beta is coinjected with purified 75 kd protein or a particular size fraction of pancreatic mRNA, it can be converted to alpha and imported into the nucleus.